
Invoice Scan 365 

Do you spend to much time on entering and filing physical invoices? 
 
Automate the process from receiving the invoice to entry and posting I Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central and 
release your time for more value adding tasks. In this way you will decrease the total cost for handling invoices. 
 
OCR technology reads and converts invoice data to a purchase document or a journal in Dynamics 365 Business 
Central. 
 
You have access to a digital archive of the original invoices – directly in Business Central. 
 
You avoid the trouble of creating the vendor templates compared to other solutions on the market.  
 
Features and functions 
 

- Import of PDF invoice, creditmemo and receipts 
- Data recognition via OCR-technology 
- Import to journal og purchase document in Business Central 
- Document approval through the standard Business Central approval procedure 
- Payout of employee expenses 
- Image documentation on all entries 
- Get started with a few clicks 

 
When transitioning from trial to full version, you need to choose one of the OCR models mentioned below. 
 
Simple AI scan 
 
The simple AI scan reads automatically all relevant data from invoices, creditmemos and receipts with the highest 
available accuracy on the market. For this purpose we use the newest knowledge within AI to make machine learning 
models, which we improve continuously. Our AI scan does not require templates, training or maintenance and we reads 
all data from vendor information to payment information. 
 
Validated AI scan 
The validated AI scan provides full automation of the your workflow and the highest available data quality. Neither 
Humans or technology are separately 100 percent reliable, but together we are nearly perfect. With the validated scab, 
our team ensures, that your data are correct through debugging. In the same time we will train and improve the scanning 
engine ongoing. 
 
Supported versions 

Business Central Essential 

Business Central Premium 

Business Central Basic Financials 

Supported countries 

Denmark 

Do you like to learn more? 

https://www.jcd.dk/loesning/invoice-scan-365/  

 


